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Abstract—Absolute GPS-coordinates are typically inaccessible
indoor. Pervasive smartphones offer new opportunities for relative indoor localization. The low-complexity and high-accuracy
ranging under the communication-link is a crucial requirement
for enabling location sensing in indoor environments. In this
paper, we propose a Time-of-Arrival (TOA) estimation and communication scheme utilizing the ubiquitous speaker/microphone
pair to achieve accurate ranging. To compensate for the performance loss caused by this simple device, an optimized TOA
estimation method is proposed for enhanced ranging reliability
and accuracy. To overcome the strong channel fading in acoustic
communication, a dynamic demodulation method that jointly
uses frequency and amplitude information has been proposed.
Experimental results show that our proposed scheme can achieve
near 8cm TOA ranging accuracy and 0.55% communication biterror-rate (BER) with 70% probability.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Accurate indoor localization utilizing low-complex devices
promises a wide spectrum of applications, especially when
the GPS signal is inaccessible due to the blockage of the
satellite signal [1]. If sub-meter resolution can be achieved, it
will fundamentally change and improve the way that current
location-based services are delivered.
TOA estimation based on the communication channel can
obtain the signal ﬂight distance as pseudorange [1]. Rangingbased trilateration method utilizes these pseudoranges to calculate location information. For location-aware techniques,
communication and accurate TOA estimation capabilities are
two important prerequisites. Mainly, two categories of approaches have been proposed to solve this problem. The
ﬁrst type of solutions utilizes Impulse Radio Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) technique for indoor TOA-based ranging, because
ranging precision directly depends on the bandwidth of the
operating signal. Using UWB signal has attracted signiﬁcant
research interests and become a standard as IEEE 802.15.4a
[2]. However, the full-digital coherent IR-UWB system requires the bandwidth of several GHz to guarantee sub-meter
ranging accuracy, which increases the overall hardware cost
and processing power dramatically [3]. Some techniques, e.g.,
energy receiver and ﬁnite-resolution digital receiver, have
been proposed to lower the overall complexity [3] [4] [5].
Although much lower complexity can be achieved, it is still
very expensive and requires additional special hardware.
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The second kind of solutions utilizes the ultrasound signal
to perform accurate ranging. Compared with electromagnetic
signal used in a UWB device, the aerial acoustic signal is
more pervasive and can achieve ranging accuracy with much
lower hardware cost. Due to slower transmission speed of
acoustic signal, even several KHz signal bandwidth can result
in centimeter-level ranging accuracy. Yang et al. [6] uses the
acoustic approach to detect the position of a phone using car
speakers. However, they only need to detect the relative region
in a car. The Cricket localization system developed by MIT [7]
[8] [9] using the ultrasound for ranging achieved centimeterlevel accuracy. They use the radio signal for synchronization
and perform inter-node ranging by using their developed
devices. The requirements of the dedicated device impede its
wide-spread adoption by ordinary users.
In this paper, we propose to directly utilize the existing
hardware of consumers to achieve accurate ranging. We address the problem of ranging and communication by using
the aerial acoustic signal over the microphone channel. Our
scheme helps users achieve indoor localization by using their
smartphones. Even the pre-placed anchor node providing the
ranging beacon signal can be implemented with very low
cost, i.e., a small speaker with a Microcontroller is sufﬁcient.
We design a joint symbol detection and TOA estimation
method to achieve robust and accurate ranging results. We
derive the TOA threshold by maximizing the TOA right
detection probability that can be adaptively tuned in different environments. We also propose a dynamic demodulation
method based on direct frequency discrimination and amplitude matching with transmit reference to address the worse
communication channel condition than UWB and ultrasound
signal. The experimental results show that our proposed TOA
and communication scheme achieve very good mean-squareerror and bit-error-rate with high probability.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE AND S IGNAL M ODELING
A. System Architecture
To facilitate the indoor localization, we introduce an acoustic ranging and communication technique that leverages the existing low-complex anchor node infrastructure and microphone
sensor in a mobile target (MT), e.g., smartphone. An anchor
node sends its unique acoustic beacon signal periodically. The
beacon signal contains the ID or position information of its
transmitter. On the receiver side, the microphone searches and
captures the existing beacons and perform TOA estimation
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sampling points. The digital result that we get is
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The System Architecture.

B. Transmit and Receive Signal Modeling
The main operating signal in our proposed system is the
acoustic signal that should be received and processed by
a normal microphone to lower the hardware requirement.
However, the acoustic signal band of the microphone is
very limited, falling in the audible range (200Hz-20KHz) of
humans. To reduce interference between beacon signals and
daily environmental noises, we choose the high frequency side
of 17KHz-20KHz as the operating band since human’s ears are
insensitive to such high frequency sound.
The transmitted acoustic beacon signal from the anchor
node can be modeled as
Np −1 Ns −1

√ 
ε
gi,j (t − jTp − iTs )
j=0

(2)

where ξi,j is the total number of propagation paths, with Ali,j ,
l
l
ki,j
= τi,j
× Fs represents the digital version of the multi-path
delay. The term ni,j (t) is independent white Gaussian noise
in the ith symbol of jth period. Nb = Tp × Fs means the
number of sampling points in one beacon period.

and communication decision. After receiving beacon information from more than 3 anchor nodes, the target position
can be determined by combing the information from the
TOA estimation process and anchor positions. The simpliﬁed
architecture of our audible-band acoustic localization system
is shown in Fig. 1. In this paper, we focus on the two important
prerequisites of localization, i.e., ranging and communication,
and present in detail design goals, the signal modeling, symbol
synchronization, TOA estimation and communication decision.

gt (t) =

l
Ali,j · gt (k − ki,j
) + ni,j (k)

l=0
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Fig. 1.



(1)

i=0

where gi,j (t) is the transmitted signal with i, j denote the ith
symbol in jth beacon period, ε is the signal energy. Tp is the
beacon period with the beacon number of Np ; Ts is the symbol
durations with Ns symbol numbers. Some free-space are left in
each beacon period to avoid the inter-beacon interference, i.e.,
Ns × Ts < Tp . The value of each information bit is bi = ±1
and repeated for every period. bi is carried by gi,j (t) using
binary frequency modulation (BFSK) in f1 and f0 frequency
point for symbol ’1’ and ’0’, respectively.
The acoustic beacon signal is captured by the microphone
and converted to the electrical domain after propagation
through the free space with distortion. Passing through the
analog-to-digital convertor (ADC), the received signal will be
digitalized as r(k) with the sampling frequency of Fs , and
k ∈ [1, . . . , Nk ], where Nk = Ts × Fs . The digital version
of the transmitted signal is gi,j (k); every symbol contains Nk

III. S YMBOL S YNCHRONIZATION AND TOA E STIMATION
Due to non-identical clocks in the transmitter/receiver pair,
we need to perform symbol synchronization (SS) before
communication decision. Measuring the time-of-arrival (TOA)
of the transmitted signal is another step that is used to estimate
the signal ﬂight distance from the transmitter to the receiver.
l
The ﬁrst path of the multipath signal (τi,j
, i = 0, l = 0)
in one beacon is often called the TOA path that can be used
to characterize the line-of-sight distance [10]. To lower the
overall system complexity and exploit the similarity feature of
the SS and TOA, we use the Neyman Pearson (NP) criterion in
SS to detect the signal region with a ﬁxed false-alarm rate. We
then use the result of SS to improve the reliability and accuracy
of the TOA estimation, and perform TC-based TOA estimation
by maximizing our derived right detection probability.
A. Symbol Synchronization
To detect the i-th symbol that the beacon signal starts, we
choose to extract continuous Ms points in every Nk interval
to speedup the detection; Nk interval equals to the symbol rate
Ts . Due to the bandpass properties of the received signal, we
need sufﬁcient length of samples to cover the whole period
of the high frequency signal, e.g., choosing Ms to cover the
whole period for the highest frequency component that Ms =
(1/f0 ) × Fs . The decision process for symbol detection can
be expressed as
⎛
⎞
(iNk +Ms )

1
îs = min ⎝
|ri,j (k)| > η̂syn ⎠
(3)
i
Ms
k=iNk

where min(·) is the function that selects the ﬁrst i that the
decision vector crossing the threshold; η̂syn is the threshold
for synchronization; | · | is the absolute function to extract
the amplitude information. For simplicity, we deﬁne decision
(iNk +Ms )
vector as zi = M1s k=iN
|ri,j (k)|.
k
An important parameter involved in (3) is the synchronization threshold η̂syn . To determine this parameter, hypothesis
tests can be used to minimize error detection probability.
The process of (3) is to detect the signal from the noise
component ni,j (k) with variance of σ 2 . Since each individual
sample ri,j (k) is a Gaussian random variable, the ﬁrst moment
of ri,j (k) when signal is present (H1 condition) can be
√
√
εEl (Ali,j ) 
εÂ = μ,
written as E(ri,j (k); H1 ) =
Var(ri,j (k); H1 ) = σ 2 ; where Â is the estimated mean value
of the multi-path amplitude (Ali,j ). In the noise region that
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signal is not present (H0 condition), the statistical parameters
of ri,j (k) is E(ri,j (k); H0 ) = 0, Var(ri,j (k); H0 ) = σ 2 .
The decision vector zi is the mean absolute value of |ri,j (k)|,
and has a folded normal distribution. The probability density
function (PDF) of zi is given by

√
1
(−zi − εÂ)2
(4)
f (zi ; Â, σ) = √
exp −
2σ 2
2πσ 2

√
1
(zi − εÂ)2
+√
exp −
2σ 2
2πσ 2
where zi ≥ 0. For the random variable zi , its ﬁrst and second
moment can be written as shown in [11]. The moment can
be simpliﬁed under H0 condition that Â = 0, as E(zi ) =
2/πσ, Var(zi ) = (π − 2)/πσ 2 .
After performing the absolute function | · | in (3), the
probability that the sample crossing the threshold η̂syn in the
noise region (H0 condition) can be shown as
Pf a (|ri,j (k)|) = Pr(|ri,j (k)| > η̂syn ; H0 ) = 2Q (η̂syn /σ)
(5)
where σ is an unknown parameter; Q(x) is the Gaussian Q
function. Pf a (|ri,j (k)|) is the false alarm rate that detected
the wrong sampling point. To estimate σ, one method is direct
using σ̂ = E(ri,j (k))2 in the noise region. However, using
the ﬁrst moment of the folded normal distribution can lead to
a more simpliﬁed method as σ̂ = π/2E(zi ; H0 ), where it
does not need to perform complex (·)2 and (·) in estimation
and really suitable for real-time situations.
With the unknown a prior information, using Neyman
Pearson (NP) criterion can achieve optimal performance by
maintaining a constant false-alarm rate γf a . Thus, the detection threshold (η̂syn ) can be determined by (5) as
η̂syn =

π/2E(zi ; H0 )Q−1 (Pf a (|ri,j (k)|)/2)

(6)

where Pf a (|ri,j (k)|) is the constant false alarm rate that
should be pre-set according to application demands; high requirement on Pf a (|ri,j (k)|) is often achieved at the sacriﬁce of
detection probability. In the ﬁrst step detection, Pf a (|ri,j (k)|)
should be set slightly higher to ensure no information loss,
while the second step in TOA estimation can help to keep the
overall Pf a (|ri,j (k)|) to a lower level.
With the threshold (η̂syn ) available, the probability that the
correct signal is detected in the signal region (H1 condition)
is given by
Pd (|ri,0 (k)|) = Pr(|ri,j (k)| > η̂syn ; H1 )


√
√
(η̂syn + εÂ)
(η̂syn − εÂ)
+Q
=Q
σ̂
σ̂

(7)

√
where εÂ is the signal
√ parameter that can be estimated in
the signal region as εÂ = E(ri,j (k); H1 ). By using the
detection threshold (6) with a ﬁxed false alarm rate in (3), the
signal start region (îs ) can be detected at the probability of
(7) and the communication synchronization can be asserted.

B. TOA Estimation
1) Estimation Procedure: When îs is obtained in (3), we
perform precise detection for the TOA path in the symbol
region near îs . Jump-back and search-forward (JBSF) [12] is
a method that suitable for precise TOA searching after coarse
detection. We deﬁne zk = |ris ,j (is Nk − Jb , . . . , is Nk + Ms )|
as the subtracted decision sequence for TOA estimation, Jb is
the number of sampling points that jumped back in JBSF; the
length of zk is Mk = Jb + Ms + 1. The decision process in
this part can be written as
τ̂jT OA =

(8)

Ts · [min(k|zk > η̂T OA ) + îs Nk − Jb ] −
Re-estimate îs

1
2 Ts

k < Mk
k ≥ Mk

where η̂T OA is the precise TOA estimation threshold; îs is
obtained in the previous detection stage indicates the symbol
period; Jb can be set the same as the step size in the ﬁrst step
detection; i.e., Jb = Nk . The second part of (8) means that
we need to re-estimate the signal region when the decision
process cannot obtain a TOA value in zk and k ≥ Mk , that
is no sampling point crossed the threshold. This problem is
often due to the false detection in symbol synchronization, a
suitable way to solve this problem is to re-estimate îs . From
such process, we know that the overall false alarm rate in SS
(3) can be lowered in TOA estimation.
2) Maximizing the Right Detection Probability: In (8), the
TOA threshold η̂T OA should be determined before decision
process. The decision vector zk also follows the folded normal
distribution in (4) and with the same statistical parameters.
Then the probability that sample zk crossing the threshold
in the noise and signal region can be calculated as the way
in (5) and (7); shown as Pf a (zk ) and Pd (zk ), respectively.
The probability that detected the right TOA path can be
denoted as Prt , the two kind TOA estimation errors are the
early detection Ped and late detection Pld . Ped is caused by
selecting the incorrect crossing samples earlier to true TOA
path due to noise interference; Pld is the probability that the
TOA estimator missed the true TOA path, and detected a
wrong sample in the signal region later due to channel fading.
Assume the true TOA path kjT OA is uniformly distributed in
the region of the estimation area (is Nk − Jb , . . . , is Nk + Ms )
with total length of Mk = Jb + Ms + 1. The probability that
the true TOA path in any sampling point is ptoa = 1/Mk .
The early detection probability that detected one point in
T OA
noise region is Ped (kjT OA ) = 1 − (1 − Pf a (zk ))kj , which
means at least one sample crossed the threshold before TOA
path. The late detection Pld (kjT OA ) = (1 − Pd (zk ))(1 −
T OA
Pf a (zk ))kj
shows the TOA point is missed. The right deT OA
tection 
probability is Prt (kjT OA ) = Pd (zk )(1−Pf a (zk ))kj ,
where
(Ped (kjT OA ) + Prt (kjT OA ) + Pf a (kjT OA )) = 1. ST OA
is uniformly distributed with probability ptoa , the
ince kj
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expectation for the error estimation probability over kjT OA is
T OA
= EkjT OA Ped (kjT OA ) + Pf a (kjT OA ))
Perr


Mk

T OA
1
=
[1 − (1 − Pf a (zk ))kj ]
Mk
T OA
=0

kj

+

Mk

kjT OA =0

=1−



(9)



T OA
1
[(1 − Pd (zk ))(1 − Pf a (zk ))kj ]
Mk

Pd (zk )
[1 − (1 − Pf a (zk ))M
k ]
Mk Pf a (zk )

IV. C OMMUNICATION D ECISION

where the last part of (9) is the correct detection probaT OA
= Pd (zk )[1 − (1 − Pf a (zk ))M
bility Prt
k ]/Mk Pf a (zk ).
Perform Taylor expansion of (1 − Pf a (zk ))M
k , we have
2
(1 − Pf a (zk ))M
≈
1
−
M
P
(z
)
+
C
(P
(zk ))2 . Then
k
f
a
k
f
a
Mk
k
T OA
Prt
can be simpliﬁed as
Pd (zk )
2
(Pf a (zk ))2 ) (10)
(Mk Pf a (zk ) − CM
k
Mk Pf a (zk )
1
= Pd (zk )[1 − (Mk − 1)Pf a (zk )]
2

T OA
Prt
≈

From (10), we know that increase Pd (zk ) or decrease Pf a (zk )
T OA
of the single sampling point can contribute a better Prt
.
Small Mk also helps to improve the performance that less
sampling points being detected.
To achieve a better TOA estimation scheme, selecting an
T OA
appropriate TOA threshold by maximizing Prt
provides a
feasible way. Since Pd (zk ) and Pf a (zk ) is a function of η̂T OA ,
T OA
T OA
Prt
can be written as Prt
(η̂T OA ). The maximum value
T OA
of Prt
can be achieved when η̂T OA = η̂Toth
OA , as
T OA
(η̂T OA ))
η̂Toth
OA = arg max (Prt
η̂T OA

(11)

For simpliﬁcation, we can 
use the Maclaurin series of the
∞
error function erf(x) = √2π n=0 [(−1)n x2n+1 ]/[n!(2n + 1)]
to express the approximate function of Q(x) as
√
1 1
− erf(x/ 2)
2 2
√
√
1
(x/ 2)3
1
= − √ (x/ 2 −
+ . . .)
2
3
π

Q(x) ≈

where (13) is a √convex function with its maximum achieved
1
). Then, η̂Toth
when z = 2s + 2√π2 (1 − 2w
OA can be written as
√
π
1√
1
εÂ + √ (1 −
η̂Toth
)σ̂
(14)
OA =
2
Mk − 1
2 2
√
where εÂ and σ̂ can be estimated as the same in (6). By
using (14) in TOA estimation of (8), the optimized TOA
performance can be achieved under the criterion of maximum
right detection probability as shown in (11).

(12)

After the synchronization and TOA estimation, we can
perform symbol demodulation for every Nk points from kjT OA
to obtain the information bit. For the frequency
modulated
√
signal of gi,j (k), we can model gi,j (k) = ε cos(2πfd k +
φ), d = 0, 1, where φ is the ﬁxed unknown phase information
between the local template and received carrier wave, fd = f1
represents the symbol ‘1’; fd = f0 represents symbol ‘0’.
One feasible way to demodulate the information is to construct the local correlation template v0 (k) = cos(2πf0 k) and
v1 (k) = cos(2πf1 k) for symbol ‘0’ and ‘1’, respectively. The
constructed local template is used to perform correlation and
information extraction. For symbol representation, the decision
vector can be shown as sF = [Ek {gi,j (k)·v0 (k)}, Ek {gi,j (k)·
v1 (k)}]T , the process of E(·) performs ﬁltering and averaging.
Using symbol ‘0’ for example, and assume the bandwidth is
B = (f0 − f1 ), then
√
sF (0) = Ek { ε cos(2πfd k + φ) cos(2πf0 k)}
(15)
Fs /B
 √
1
ε cos(2π(fd − f0 )k + φ)
= sup
φ Fs /B
k=1

where the high frequency part fd + f0 has been ﬁltered out;
· is to calculate the minimum integer that larger than the
input value; supφ is used to calculate the super-bound of the
function with the parameter of φ, i.e., calculate the envelop of
the input signal. When fd = f0 , then (15) can be written as
√
√
sF (0) = sup ε cos(2πk0 + φ) = ε
(16)
φ

When fd = f0 , the result of (15) is

when x is very small, even the ﬁrst-order
√ term of (12) can
2π. Lets deﬁne z =
well represent Q(x)
as
Q(x)
≈
1/2−x/
√
η̂syn /σ̂ and s = εÂ/σ̂. If only consider s > 0, then Pd√
(zk )
and Pf a (zk ) can be simpliﬁed
as
P
(z
)
≈
1/2−(z
−s)/
2π
d
k
√
and Pf a (zk ) ≈ 1 − 2z/ 2π.
By substituting Pd (zk ) and Pf a (zk ) into (10), and deﬁne
T OA
w = 12 (Mk − 1), Prt
can be written as
√
√
T OA
Prt
(z) = [1/2 − (z − s)/ 2π][1 − w(1 − 2z/ 2π)]
(13)
1−w
2w − 1 ws
w 2
1−w
+
=− z +( √
)z + √ s +
π
π
2
2 2π
2π

sF (0) = sup
φ

= sup

Fs /B
 √
1
ε cos(2πBk + φ)
Fs /B

(17)

k=1

E

[cos(θ + φ)] ≈ 0

φ θ∈[0∼2π]

where Eθ [·] approximates to obtain the mean value of cos(·)
in a whole period, which is equal to zero and irrelevant to the
phase φ. From (16) and (17), we can know√that the same local
template can obtain distinct values (0 and ε) when the input
signal is different. Using these distinct values will map the
input signal to the information domain. Deﬁne the decision
√
T
vector for frequency demodulation is sF , and
√ TsF = [ ε, 0]
when the information bit b = 0; sF = [0, ε] when b = 1,
ε is the transmitted bit energy.
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Only using frequency for demodulation may suffer significant performance loss due to the multi-path fading effect.
For microwave signal, the channel can be assumed as ﬂat for
several KHz, but not for acoustic signal. Frequency f1 and
f0 may suffer different attenuation, such channel fading effect
should be considered for better demodulation performance. To
deal with such problem, the amplitude difference of symbol
‘1’ and ‘0’ can help to compensate the performance loss when
we perform joint frequency and amplitude detection.
For the amplitude detection when one symbol shows significant small-scale fading, the difference between the received
signal amplitude and the reference value can be used as the
decision vector as

T
ref
sA = |sA (b) − sref
(0)|,
|s
(b)
−
s
(1)|
(18)
A
A
A
ref
where sref
A (0) and sA (1) are the prior information of amplitude for symbol ‘0’ and ‘1’, sA (b) is the amplitude of the
ref
received signal. The parameters of sref
A (0) and sA (1) can
be obtained by using transmit reference (TR), e.g., transmit
two bit of ‘1’ and ‘0’ at the beginning of the beacon period.
At the receive side, we can assume that these TR bits suffer
the same attenuation as other bits in the same beacon period.
Calculating the amplitude of TR bit provide sref
A (0) and
(1)
in
amplitude
demodulation
of
(18).
Such
TR
scheme is
sref
A
a simpliﬁed method for channel estimation, and being used as
ﬁngerprint to characterize the channel effect. For the decision
√
vector, and sA = [ εδ , 0]T when the information bit b = 0;
√ T
sA = [0, εδ ] when b = 1, εδ is the energy difference.
We can obtain dynamic decision rule as

yjoint

sA (1) − sA (0)
sF (1) − sF (0)
√
(1 − μ) +
=
μ ≷10 0
√
εδ
ε
(19)

where μ is the weighting coefﬁcient. The joint demodulation
of (19) is only needed when one symbol suffers signiﬁcant
attenuation, otherwise, using the amplitude in demodulation
with no envelop distinction may provide negative effects. Thus,
we set μ according to
μ=

ref
|sref
A (0)−sA (1)|

ref
(sref
A (0)+sA (1))

0,

, ξ = 0
ξ≈0

(20)

ref
where ξ = (sref
A (0) − snoise ) · (sA (1) − snoise ), snoise =
2/πσ̂ is the amplitude value of the folded noise. (20) shows
that when one of the symbols being serious attenuated, joint
demodulation should be used.

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
A. Experiment Setup
We conduct the measurement in an ofﬁce environment to
test the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Bit-Error-Rate (BER)
and TOA Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) at different
communication distances to evaluate the system performance
of TOA estimation and communication. We move the anchor
node away from the microphone from 0.254m to 7.366m, and

conducted measurement for every 0.1m with more than 400s
sampling data acquired in each measurement, Np = 400. The
beacon period is Tp = 0.9710s, symbol duration is Ts =
0.0205s. The symbol number in one beacon period is Ns =
17, with 15 information bits as the unique ID of each anchor,
and 2 bits (‘1’ and ‘0’) for transmit reference. The sampling
rate is Fs = 44.1KHz, with the symbols modulated in the
frequency of f1 = 17.72KHz and f2 = 19.2KHz.
To observe the signal attenuation with distance change, we
measure the SNR value of symbol ‘1’ and ‘0’ with respect to
the communication distance. The empirical SNR calculation
equation used is SN R(b) = 20 log10 [(S(b)/snoise )], where
S(b) is the signal mean absolute value for information bit b,
snoise = 2/πσ̂ is the mean absolute value of noise.
For the evaluation of the TOA estimation and communication performance, three different methods are evaluated and
compared. The ﬁrst one uses the conventional two-step TOA
estimation without threshold optimization and frequency demodulation (‘FD’) method; the second one uses the optimized
threshold in TOA estimation called “OTH-FD”; the last one
uses both the TOA optimized threshold and our proposed
dynamic demodulation (DD), called “OTH-DD”.
The Normalized Mean Square Error (NMSE) is used in this
paper to characterize the accuracy of the TOA result by using
N M SE = [(τ̂ T OA − τ T OA )/τ T OA ]2 . We measure the BER
value by comparing the demodulated information
Ns −1 bit (b̂i ) to the
real transmitted data (bi ) by BER = i=0
|b̂i − bi |/Ns .
B. Experimental Results
The measurement results of SNR degradation vs. distance
are shown in Fig. 2a. The results show that the small-scale
fading of the acoustic signal is strong, f0 and f1 suffered
different attenuation. For most distances, the attenuation of
the frequency f0 is stronger than f1 due to its slightly higher
frequency.
The results of NMSE with respect to distance are shown
in Fig. 2b. The x-coordinate is the distance between the
transmitter and the receiver, y-coordinate is the measured
NMSE. For smaller distance (< 4.4m), the NMSE value for
the three methods are all very low, showing that the TOA
estimation is very accurate when SNR is strong. For larger
distance (> 4.4m), the estimation error is increased due to the
attenuation of the signal. Using our proposed optimized TOA
threshold, “OTH-FD” and “OTH-DD” achieved better performance than “FD” case. While using dynamic demodulation,
some erroneous TOA estimation results can be identiﬁed and
ﬁltered by its BER value, thus making the TOA estimation
accuracy of “OTH-DD” slightly better than “OTH-FD” due to
its better BER performance.
The BER experiment results are shown in Fig. 2c with its
y-coordinate as the measured BER. Using our optimized TOA
threshold, “OTH-FD” and “OTH-DD” achieve better performance than “FD” case. While using dynamic demodulation
can even lower the error rate as shown in “OTH-DD”.
For Fig. 2b and Fig. 2c, the most interesting point is near
4.11m, the performance of TOA estimation and communica-
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and a dynamic demodulation scheme have been proposed.
The experiment results show that the TOA ranging accuracy
can be achieved within 0.0864 meters with 70% probability;
the communication BER can be less than 0.55% for 70%
distances in the range of 0.254 ∼ 7.366 meters. Such results
of ranging and communication are sufﬁcient for the accurate
indoor localization applications.

UNDER SPECIFIC PROBABILITY

OTH-FD

0
0

The SNR(a), NMSE(b) and BER(c) measurement results with respect to the distance

TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO DIFFERENT METHODS

OTH-DD

8

(b) NMSE
Fig. 2.

Methods

6

Metrics
NMSE
Range Error (m)
BER
NMSE
Range Error (m)
BER
NMSE
Range Error (m)
BER

70%
0.0005
0.0864
0.0055
0.0041
0.69
0.0083
0.0812
13.8107
0.2303

80%
0.0031
0.5270
0.0099
0.0259
4.4
0.0152
0.1142
19.4062
0.4267
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